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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing a screen using the Workbench Tool. Which two
statements are true about launchforms? (Choose two.)
A. Launchforms, like callforms, can be launched from the main
screen.
B. a launchform is associated with a callform at run time.
C. Launchform details can be maintained by using the
launchforms screen in the Workbench Tool.
D. As per the standard naming conventions of Oracle of
FLEXCUBE, the third character of the function ID of a
launchform is c.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You work as a Network Administrator for Infonet Inc. The
company has a Windows Server 2008 domain- based network. The
network has three Windows Server 2008 member servers and 150
Windows Vista client computers. The network contains a Windows

Server 2008 Core computer named SERVER1 with NTFS file system.
SERVER1 has a 802.11 wireless LAN adapter. The Wireless LAN
Service is installed on SERVER1. You want to know about the
802.11 wireless LAN interface information, network information,
and wireless settings on the system on SERVER1.
Which of the following commands will you use to accomplish the
task?
A. netsh wlan show interfaces
B. netsh wlan show drivers
C. netsh wlan show all
D. netsh wlan show settings
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer wants to implement its database with IBM Cloud
Manager and OpenStack. Which benefit will the customer realize?
A. Runs on Power Linux
B. Exceptional performance for new work loads
C. Three-site mirroring
D. Reduce capital expenditures and operational expenses
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
When adding a new dimension to an existing logical table, what
is the significance of the Logical Level setting in the Logical
Table Source properties?
A. It defines the granularity of the dimension.
B. It determines the actual value of the dimension.
C. It creates a foreign key relationship.
D. It creates a new session variable.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
OBIEE - Grain (Level of summarization)
Grain definition in the context of OBIEE.
The following list describes the different grains in navigating
a query:
* Aggregation grain. The grain of the aggregate source of from
a level based metrics
* Query grain. The grain of the request.
* Time Series grain. The grain at which the time series
function aggregation is requested.
* Storage grain. The query in the example can be computed from
daily sales or from monthly sales, or from quarterly sales.
Note:
The aggregation grain is defined in the content tab of the
logical table source.
When the query grain match the aggregation grain of a logical
table source, this one is used to create the physical query.
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